
iPhone 14 cover with wrist chain and foulard
SKU: CMCOVFIP1461Y

This soft case features a stylish detachable necklace that can be used as a trendy
accessory

A COVER BURSTING WITH STYLE

The wrist chain case for iPhone 14  is an accessory that will allow you to better protect your device and  enhance your style
 with charm, elegance, and vitality.

THE PERFECT CASE FOR YOUR SMARTPHONE

The cover is made of TPU, a soft and flexible material that allows for easy attachment to your mobile phone (and removal, as
required). The shell of your phone is protected from minor bumps and scratches  and you can freely use your device's display.

CHAIN WITH FOULARD: A FASHIONABLE TOUCH

The chain with foulard and intertwined rings gives the  case a chic look. Fixed to the base of the case, it can be used as  a wrist
bracelet, allowing you to carry your smartphone with you at all times. So you can always capture the moment without having to
take it out of your purse or pocket: take the perfect selfie or immortalise the perfect moment  without wasting time.

WEARABLE AND LIFESTYLE: OTHER USES

The chain shines with its own light as it is  removable from the cover. You can use it as key holder or attach it to the handle of
your favourite handbag as an accessory. This makes the necklace the perfect  decorative accessory for emphasising your style
thanks to its on-trend patterns.

KEY FEATURES:

Flexible and soft cover
Removable chain with intertwined rings
Soft fabric foulard



iPhone 14 cover with wrist chain and foulard
SKU: CMCOVFIP1461Y

Technical data
Color: yellow  
EAN: 8018417420566  
SKU: CMCOVFIP1461Y  
Weight: 20 g  
Material: Polyester, TPU, Zinc Alloy  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 60 mm  
Width Pack: 100 mm  
Depth Inner: 230 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 100 g  
Width Inner: 200 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 460 mm  
Height Inner: 130 mm  
Weight Inner: 705 g  
Width Master: 390 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 400 mm  
Weight Master: 9265 g  
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